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This thesis project reconsiders the purpose and effectiveness 
of public, free-to-use outdoor gyms, resulting in the Health 
Loop nine-station outdoor gym. The project identifies 
three key areas of failings in existing gyms: intimidation, 
lack of understanding, and lack of enjoyment.

The design solution creates a gym which focuses firstly on 
providing a comfortable, appealing, approachable space and 
equipment. This is achieved through simplicity, a non-sporting 
atmosphere, and targeting the workout to relatively inactive 
people. The second key focus is on quick-to-understand, 
engaging, enjoyable workout routines for each station. This 
aspect is delivered through an interactive digital display 
and sensors to provide gamified routines and feedback.

Abstract
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Introduction



I · Introduction · The Setup of the Project
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This thesis project is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
to spend five months deep-diving into an area of 
passion, and to pursue a meaningful result.

My topic represents the coming together of my passions: 
sports, motivation, behavioural economics, cultural 
insights, wellness, lifestyle change, nutrition, and of 
course, the additional design disciplines I’m intrigued by: 
service, environment, urban, and systems design.

I’m also a sports nut, although this project 
isn’t necessarily about “sport”.

I hope you enjoy seeing my journey.

Cheers,
Alastair

The thesis project is the culmination of the MFA Advanced Product Design course at Umeå Institute 
of Design, and personally the culmination of six years of higher education, two years of internships, 
one year of professional employment, and a smattering of freelance design experiences.

Designer’s Note
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Design Provocation

Our upcoming generation’s lack of physical activity is so pronounced that 
life expectancy is falling faster than modern medicine improves it.

This situation is further described by “Designed to 
Move”, a report and call-to-action presented by Nike, The 
American College of Sports Medicine, The International 
Council of Science & Physical Education and several other 
expert organizations. www.designedtomove.org

Children today are expected 
to die five years younger 
than their parents.
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Prroviding for the Right Users
Current outdoor gyms typically provide already-fit people with simply another 
option for keeping fit. This thesis intends to properly cater to inactive people.

Target Users
Outdoor gyms are generally intended 

to get inactive people exercising

Bridging the Gap?
How can we get the 

inactive people to engage?

Actual Users
The majority of people using 

outdoor gyms are already active

?
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Prompting healthy ‘fitness’ activities through interactive, 
connected installations in the urban environment.

It all boils down to how can a regular, base level of 
physical activity be prompted in the urban environment? 
The project began with a wide lens towards possible 
solution areas, and five months later proposed a real-
world, well-researched, and exciting design concept.

One key point to note about the project is it is not about getting 
active people more active, it’s about getting the inactive active.

Thesis Topic “

“

1

2

3

4

What if we created ‘playgrounds’ 
for the whole family?

Key Questions · Designing for Movement

This project primarily aims to address “inactive” city dwellers, 
those who are rarely walking, cycling, or physically active.

How might we reframe exercise as something else?

So people don’t realise they’re exercising i.e. walking on 
uneven floors, housework, gardening, commuting, dancing, 
interactive exhibits in museums, geocaching, tours

How might we instigate spontaneous physical activity?

Kids pull in parents to playgrounds, 30 second workouts, 
regular walk-past engagement, external motivation (powering 
a lightbulb, donating to charity, challenging someone)

How might we create shared experiences and 
collaboration during physical activity?

Problem solving with strangers (e.g. indoor climbing), 
exercises requiring two or more people

How might we provide great new or improved experiences?

Encouraging regular attendance, making public 
exercise more approachable or appealing, creating 
extremely fun or engaging, deep experiences
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The developed and developing world’s lack of physical activity has reached epidemic 
proportions, its impact on society, health, and economies is staggering

Society is slowly beginning to grasp the enormity of the problem, but the 
problem continues to worsen worldwide. To take a basic look at the costs:

Health Cost

Physical inactivity now kills more people every year than smoking, 
and it’s expected that people born today will die on average five 
years younger than their parents due to inactivity, despite advances 
in healthcare. By 2030, physical activity in the USA is expected 
to be down 34% on a generation ago, and 51% in China. 

Social Cost

Minimal physical activity leads to much more than physical 
health issues—inactive children score 40% lower on achievement 
tests than their active friends, and inactivity strongly affects 
and psychological health and wellbeing (think happiness, social 
enjoyment and relationships, even career progression)

Economic Cost

In 2008, it cost the USA $147B, twice the annual education budget. 
Figures are similar in the UK, China, India, and across the world. 

Clearly, this problem is one of the most pressing of our age, and 
personally this designer also believes as people take more control of 
their physical activity, it leads to further development of their nutrition, 
motivation, environmental awareness, and societal awareness, 
meaning the extrapolated benefits go far beyond this epidemic itself.

Societal Relevance
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This project thrived on the input of design and health professionals from a range 
of backgrounds. Listed are the primary resources consulted throughout

Advisors and Expert Resources

UID is known for its real world, industry-facing focus 
and for the talent it produces. UID is currently ranked #1 
worldwide for both its industrial and interaction design 
programs by most major design award programmes.

VLL is northern Sweden’s major hospital, rated 
among the best in the world, and a leading 
research hospital. The designer will be advised 
by a research team focused on increasing non-
sporting physical activity, primarily in schools.

IDEO is a leading design and innovation 
consultancy, with clients including Apple, Microsoft, 
Ford, P&G, and Steelcase. IDEO directors of 
design, technology, active health, and medical 
healthcare will be advising the designer.
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1 8 152 9 165 12 193 10 17 226 13 204 11 18 237 14 21
January February March April May June

Planning
Topic Selection
Initial Research
Collaboration

Concepts
2D/3D/4D
Validation

Development
Prototyping
Refinement

Examination
Digital Modelling
Documentation
Verification
Physical Model
Semi-Functional Prototype

Degree 
Exhibition
Presentation

Next Steps
Commercialisation
Professional

Ideation
Rough Prototyping

Research
User Studies
Analysis
Insights
Visit USA, 
Copenhagen, etc.

This project totalled six months of full time involvement 
from planning to seeking commercialisation

Timeline





Video 
Documentation



II · Video Documentation · The Project Documented
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Watch Online

vimeo.com/100058506

The complete process was documented by video to provided a quick and 
accurate overview of the process. Due to the dynamic, hands-on nature of 
the process this provides a key complement to this written report.

The Process Visualised

http://vimeo.com/100058506
http://vimeo.com/100058506




Research



III · Research · Understanding the Situation

Six weeks were spent on in-depth research across continents, cultures, and backgrounds.

Research to Understand the Problem

Talks with people using outdoor gyms, considering 
using outdoor gyms, or not wanting try50

25

17

3

7

*

Different outdoor and indoor fitness classes 
and experiences tested by the designer

Interviews with leading fitness, motivation, and design experts

Countries visited for research: Sweden, Denmark, USA

Books on behaviour change, gamification, 
sports psychology, and training reviewed

Mentored by Danny Stillion, Executive 
Design Director, IDEO Bay Area
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Across the world many public space and wellness initiatives are leading to interesting 
installations, with Copenhagen featuring many of the most innovative examples.

Out in the Field · Installations

Digitally Augmented Playground, Copenhagen

This public playground in Denmark features an 
electronic game where the children race around 
the playground to hit certain lights. It requires 
teamwork and speed, and always results in a lot 
of cheering and laughter. It’s worth noting many 
of the children did not know each other.

Electronic Running Track, Copenhagen

Copenhagen has recently installed a digitally-
augmented running track in a popular park, 
where users can set their intended running speed, 
and then be guided by pylons that light up to 
indicate the target speed. From interviews it was 
learned that many users enjoy the additional 
motivation of keeping up with the lights.

Sculptural Balance Course, Copenhagen

An interesting aspect of the Danish installations 
was the high level of design, where the installations 
were considered pieces of art, or as high quality, 
valuable, attractive pieces of infrastructure. The 
installations blended into the existing urban 
landscape and did not feel out of place.
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30+ impromptu user interviews were conducted in Umeå, Stockholm, Copenhagen, and San 
Francisco, including with both those using outdoor gyms, and those who walked past

Out in the Field · User Interviews

The Embarcadero, San Francisco

The designer spoke to many types of users and 
potential users of outdoor gyms, uncovering a 
wide variety of opinions. Key issues that surfaced 
included a lack of understanding, intimidation and 
confidence issues, and simply the lack of enjoyment. 
In addition, convenience was a major factor. It was 
promising to note the overall enthusiam and desire 
for suitable outdoor exercise opportunities.

7 Minute Circuit Fitness Court, San Francisco

Interviews were conducted across genders, ages, 
cultures, living situations, types and placements of 
gyms, and weather/seasons. An intriguing outcome 
was the commonality of issues, which suggested a 
generic, international design could be highly successful.

Friends Exercising, Copenhagen

Pictured here is a group of young women running 
their own bootcamp-style exercise session in 
downtown Copenhagen. A common theme seen 
in the interviews was the power of exercising 
together—through depending on each other for 
motivation and adhering to promises to meet up.
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Many group and solo fitness experiences were tried including outdoor bootcamps, spin classes, 
classic aerobics classes, yoga, indoor climbing, beach volleyball, and high-intensity classes.

Trying It · Fitness Classes

Urban Bootcamp, San Francisco

This photo shows the designer participating in an 
outdoor bootcamp class, and pictured here is a 
two-person ball-bouncing exercise conducted in a 
public playground. A key learning from talking with 
the class participants was that many people were 
uncomfortable with exercising in public until they tried 
it, and after five minutes it was no longer a concern. 
The takeaway is that people just need to give it a try 
for a few minutes to get over the anxiety bump.

SoulCycle, San Francisco

SoulCycle is a franchised spin class offering, it’s 
highly intense with a nightclub-like atmosphere and 
extremely pushy yet caring instructors—it’s often 
described as cult-like. A learning from this class was 
around the curation of the entire exercise experience 
from the moment of walking into the building to 
leaving, it was all specifically designed and cohesive. 
It’s compelling and feels more like an event or 
outing than simply going to a regular spin class.

Les Mills BodyPump, Umeå, Sweden

Les Mills is a company that provides tightly 
orchestrated, well produced group fitness classes 
globally, with over 6 million participant spots taken 
per week. The main learning from trying multiple 
classes was the value of extremely curated classes, 
from how the instructor talks right down to the 
specific music played during a 15 second burst 
of push ups. It’s similar to SoulCycle in the highly 
deliberate, choreographed experience, which makes 
for a more compelling and easier to follow workout.
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The research phase of this project included specific field research in Umeå, Stockholm, Copenhagen, 
and San Francisco, and impromptu interviews with many people, both exercising and not

Trying It · Related Experiences

Tom Tits Exhibition, Stockholm

This museum is focused on interactive exhibits, 
some of which are driven by exercise-like manual 
power. It was interesting to observe and try how 
different types of feedback can engage users, and 
how fulfilling it was to make things happen—be that 
music, lighting effects, or spinning fans and air drafts.

Salsa Course, Umeå, Sweden

For an analgous experience (different application 
yet similar behaviour), and as an empathy exercise, 
the designer took a salsa course with no previous 
experience (or quite frankly, much apparent talent 
for it). As someone who’s always exercised and 
used gyms, it was necessary to try something else 
to understand an inexperienced user’s frame of 
mind and concerns as they learn a new, oftentimes 
intimidating skill. The key learning is the absolute 
importance of making users feel comfortable.

Group Trail Running, San Francisco Bay Area

The designer partook in a number of group trail 
runs among friends, running with people with a 
range of experiences and abilities, and in familiar 
and unfamiliar locations. The key learnings were 
the value of finding activites that suit all people’s 
abilities and keep everyone engaged, and the value 
of group exercise for fun and commitment.
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A range of smartphone games and applications were tried to understand 
the power and limitations of app-based experiences

Immersive Research · Apps

Ingress, Geo-location Based Game

Ingress is a game requiring players to physically 
visit landmarks in order to play and make progress. 
The game has proved highly successful in getting 
people active and walking and cycling significant 
amounts, and particularly so in typically inactive 
demographics of people. It shows what can be possible 
with well designed experiences, and that fitness 
does not need to be the ‘focus’ of the experience.

Farmville, Semi-Social Simulation Game

Farmville was played to try to understand the highly 
addictive mechanics behind the game, which is 
known for its ability to hook players. The key learning 
is the effectiveness of “gamification” mechanics, 
providing the right cues in terms of rewards, levels, 
goals, challenges, and social comparisions.

The Walk

This game adds a layer of “alternative reality” to 
daily movements—it adds a story to a person’s 
time walking. Whenever they walk, they progress 
through the game, which is a spy thriller played out 
in a modern city. As they walk with headphones 
in, they’re involved in the story as an unintended 
character intertwined in the story, and they can 
only progress by walking further. It provides 
entertainment and great incentive to keep exercising.
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A wide array of literature was reviewed for this project, in the realms of habits 
and behaviour change, urban planning, and exercise and fitness. The influence 
of these ideas was enormous to the final design of Health Loop.

Literature Review

The Fogg Behaviour Model proved to 
be a key design driver, breaking down 
the usage of the outdoor gym into 
three aspects: triggers to use it, the 
‘ability’ (or removal of barriers) for it 
be used, and the motivation to do so. 
This had many inflluences including 
the concept of gradual onboarding 
and increased involvement over time.

Nudge discusses the concept of 
decision architecture—that is how to 
structure the introduction of and steps 
of decisions people have to make, 
and how to influence their decisions 
based on this presentation of decision 
points. The takeaway was how to 
influence people to make decisions 
most beneficial to their health and 
usage of the design concept.

The Power of Habit breaks down habits 
to the cyclical model of Cue - Routine 
- Reward, and dicusses how this can 
be created, modified, or replaced in 
real-life implementations. The key 
takeaway was creating results (using the 
gym) through non-direct mechanisms 
(measuring steps taken each day) and 
creating a mental association or cue 
(walking and workouts are both fitness).

Reality is Broken discusses the idea of 
using game mechanics in real life to 
ellict positive behaviours, and shows 
how simple mechanics can provide the 
psychological engagement necessary 
to keep people motivated, and to keep 
them coming back. This is most clearly 
implemented in the digital feedback 
provided by each gym station.
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Jan Gehl is perhaps the first architect 
to specifically focus on creating livable, 
people-first urban spaces, designed 
to encourage people to linger, enjoy, 
and spend time in public spaces. Key 
takeaways include providing people 
with places and spaces they feel 
comfortable lingering in, and how to 
do so, as well as how aesthetics can 
influence use. This is part of the reason 
Health Loop looks more like curious 
urban furniture than gym equipment.

Mark Lauren is a leading expert of 
bodyweight-based exercise to create 
‘functional’ fitness, that is fitness that 
is applicable and useful in everyday life 
as against sport-specific or ‘appearance’ 
fitness. He is also an expert on minimal 
time and equipment investment for 
excellent results. This book influenced 
the simplicity of the exercise program and 
equipment, as well as the combinatory 
nature of the exercises, and the focus 
on stability built into the stations.

The Sports Gene discusses the nature 
of sporting abillity and what makes 
an elite athlete elite. It highlights 
that excellence is the result of highly 
unusual expressions of genes and 
circumstances, and the extremely 
unique characteristics needed to 
succeed at a specific sport—and that 
no one can be great at all sports. It’s 
applicability was understanding the 
need for diverse exercises and suiting 
widely different physical abilities.

Move A Little, Lose A Lot was 
instrumental in understanding 
the need for ‘functional’ exercises 
relevant to daily life—that is good 
posture, mobility in walking around, 
the ability to lift heavy objects safely, 
and promoting diverse movements 
in general. It was also crucial for 
understanding simply more walking 
is the first step in fitness, and for 
figuring out just what the gym 
needed to offer and not offer.
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The research phase of this project included specific field research in Umeå, Stockholm, Copenhagen, 
and San Francisco, and impromptu interviews with many people, both exercising and not

Experts

The designer held a design workshop at the beginning 
of the project at IDEO’s San Francisco office, gaining 
the insight and discussion from a group of expert 
designers with widely varied expertise. Insights 
included studying people’s previous experiences in 
fitness and how to pitch this experience as something 
different, and how to overcome insecurities.

The designer met with staff from Nike’s Access 
to Sport and Digital Sport groups, discussing 
possible collaboration and also the project at 
length. One key insight was understanding the 
different factors in sporting abilitiy, including 
endurance, agility, stability, speed, and strength.

Danny Stillion, IDEO’s Executive Director of Design for 
the Bay Area provided person mentoring throughout 
the project. His insight was deeply valuable, with 
one key learning being the balance of fidelity and 
practical expense in feedback systems, and how to 
meet feedback needs in simple, cost effective, long 
lasting ways. Particularly, he encouraged the designer 
to create a system that aged gracefully and provided 
a delightful, high quality experience despite it’s use 
of only simple technologies behind the scenes.
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Viktoria Wahlström and Frida Bergman are researchers 
at the Umeå University Hopsital, with an expertise in 
encouraging physical activity among different sectors of 
society. They provided invaluable feedback on the pros 
and cons of various concepts, with particular insight 
into the realism of people using various concepts, and 
how effectively the concepts may engage people.

Alex Ho is a personal trainer and one of the instructors 
at Boot Camp San Francisco, which the designer 
partook in. Learnings from Alex during the class 
included the benefit of getting everyone to chat and 
introduce themselves at the start of a class (changes 
the tone of the class to cooperative) and how most 
people only feel uncomfortable about exercising in 
public until they start. Five minutes into their first 
public outdoor workout, and it’s not longer an issue.

Kristrun Hjartar is the founder of Starter, a fitness 
app focused on providing stay-at-home parents 
with quick, practical workouts they can do whilst 
busy at home. A key learning was the need for 
extremely short ten minute exercises that can be 
undertaken when the opportunity arises, and also 
the value of video instruction (or other quality, 
clear instruction) that makes exercises easy to 
follow exactingly. This clarity, pacing, and short 
time is seen in the final design of Health Loop.
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Observing and participating in personal training 
sessions at gyms highlighted the need for exceptionally 
clear instructions, or removing the need for 
instructions, as correct technique is so important for 
healthy exercise, and is also a shortcoming for most 
gym users. To build on this, another key issue is simply 
knowing how to plan a workout that is beneficial 
and actually meets an individual’s goals without a 
trainer—it’s difficult without a lot of knowledge.

Mitch Menaged is the director and Founder of the 
National Fitness Campaign, and has developed 
10 000 bootcamp-style urban fitness installations 
throughout the USA. His latest take on urban fitness 
is the National Fitness Court, a seven minute circuit 
workout utilising bodyweight. A key learning was 
that spreading out equipment over a trail decreases 
usage, as people don’t want to have to run between 
stations. This was a key decision point in the process.

The designer interviewed a number of people across 
age ranges and fitness levels, with a particular focus 
on people who had ‘transformed’ their approach 
and level of fitness. A key takeaway was the need to 
develop routines and to reprioritise the importance of 
exercise. A third important factor for many was seeing 
results very quickly when they first made changes.
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Competitive Review · Weight Training Gyms
Replicating indoor weight training gyms outside. Basic, intimidating, confusing.

Pros

• Familiar and suitable for many existing gym users—
particularly people who already do strength training

• Multiple versions with different weights 
adapt to multiple abilities

• Timber construction appeals to many users who enjoy 
the outdoor feel versus normal gym equipment

Cons

• Most users do not know what to do, let alone correct technique
• The equipment is simply too heavy for most beginners, and 

especially after rain or during winter when the wood is wet
• The sandy floor and the need to lie down on some 

equipment is highly offputting with dirt or bad weather
• Differences in ability are clearly visible, 

making many users self-concious
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Competitive Review · Easy Movement Gyms
Easy movement gyms provide low-impact, approachable cardio training

Pros

• Good for people with minimal cardiovascular fitness
• Easy options for overweight people, and 

people with joints sensitive to impact
• Mentally less demanding and less 

exhausting than strength exercises
• More familiar and less technical than strength 

training, making for an easier and safer start

Cons

• Typically walking is a better and most enjoyable 
way to build basic cardiovascular ability

• Strength training is deprioritised, yet 
it’s vital for all-around fitness

• Cardio exercise is sweatier than strength 
training, presenting a range of barriers
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Competitive Review · Elderly-Specific Gyms
Designed for the aging population, with strength, coordination and balance features

Pros

• The focus on coordination, dexterity, and 
mobility is extremely relevant to daily life

• Great from a scientific point of view
• The exercises do not require getting sweaty
• The equipment doesn’t draw too much attention to users

Cons

• The equipment looks like a playground, and hence is assumed 
to be a playground and somewhat ‘demeaning’ to adult users

• Elderly people (the target users) often don’t want to 
be labelled as elderly, and thus avoid using it

• They’re typically poorly explained and extremely confusing
• There’s a lot of potential for injury with mis-

steps, or when users fail at exercises
• In reality, these gyms are unengaging and tedious to use
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Competitive Review · Circuit Gyms
Providing a short, complete workout in one simple package

Pros

• Seven minute whole-body circuit is highly time effective
• Bodyweight exercises are particularly beneficial
• This particular gym has fitness instructors on site at 

certain times, which is great for introducing new users
• Its bright colour and fun shapes appeals highly to 

children, who often run over and as a result their 
parents follow them an experiment out of curiosity

• Push-button audio guide

Cons

• The bright colour and lack of visual privacy 
make users feel particularly “on stage”

• The equipment is particularly difficult to understand and 
the circuit is not clear, almost no one uses it as intended and 
most potential users passing by have no idea what to do

• Bodyweight exercises require deeper knowledge of 
technique, which the majority of people do not have

• Some exercises are done in compromising positions
• A user’s lack of ability is extremely obvious to all
• Attracts serious, often intimidating athletes and ‘show-offs’
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Trends
The current social climate and the current state of consumer technology provides an 
interesting climate for developing an urban intervention to increase physical activity. 
A number of trends seem to present the ideal convergence of possibilities.

Quantified Self and Wearable Computing

The movement to track our performance and health has 
become a strong consumer trend, with Nike FuelBands, 
FitBits, Nike+ iPod tracking, GPS watches, pedometers, and all 
sorts of consumer devices enjoying strong popularity.

Physiological Tracking

The new Xbox One Kinect even allows tracking of heart rate, muscular 
stress, and precise body positions. The new Adidas Smart Run watch 
can track galvanic skin response (sweat, dehydration), and heart 
rate without any additional devices. The Phyode W/Me can even 
track physiological states of emotion and breathing patterns.

Gestural Interaction

Technology has now enabled accurate, feasible control by body 
gestures, as seen with Nintendo Wii, Xbox Kinect, and Leap Motion 
to name a few. The designer has tested the technology used to 
create the gestural interface in Minority Report, another interesting 
option. The challenge now is to apply this in truly practical ways.

Slow Food, the Paleo Diet, CrossFit, Yoga, and the Like

An awareness of back-to-basics health and living seems to be developing. 
One could hypothesise this is a reaction to our ‘overcomplicated, over-
connected’ lives, highly processed food, and less  spare time. The designer 
is curious how this could relate to the design challenge at hand.

Preventative Health

Healthcare in the developed world, evidently including the USA, is 
often highly reactive in it’s methods, treating ailments rather than the 
cause. This balance is slowly shifting towards preventative care—in 
the USA this is particularly being led the health insurance companies 
themselves on the one hand, and by innovative genomic and wellbeing 
healthcare companies from Silicon Valley on the other hand. A 
healthy level of physical activity is one form of preventative care.

Gamification

Society is seeing more and more gamification, from workouts to to-
do lists, marketing to language learning. There seems to be great 
potential for something more profound in the exercise space.

Augmented Reality

Google Glass, Google’s Ingress game, various smartphone apps, and even 
overlays on sports television casts offer various forms of augmented reality. 
The technologies are now feasible to integrate in many ways to everyday life

Pedestrian & Wellbeing-Focused Urban Development

Cities around the world are turning towards human-centred design 
and models, as seen in bike-share systems, green spaces, walkability, 
slow traffic, fitness installations, mixed used zoning, and locally based 
businesses. It seems the socio-political climate is ripe for taking this 
one or two steps further with a physical exercise design solution.
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Kinect Training offers virtual 
personal training, and also lets 
users work out with friends.

Activities such as Tai Chi are very 
common and popular in some Eastern 
societies, but not in Western societies. 
The designer sought to understand 
why, and consider how this could be 
changed or used for inspiration. During 
the designer’s time in San Francisco it 
did seem common for personal trainers 
to take their groups of “trainees” to work 
out in public locations on the waterfront.

Geocaching is a sort of orienteering for 
the digital age, and casually participated 
in, as against an organised sport. 
Participants use GPS data and clues 
from their smartphone to essentially 
go on treasure hunts, where they 
seek to find the hidden treasure. If 
they succeed, they often replace one 
of the contents of the treasure chest 
with their own (random objects), and 
record their discovery. In a way it’s an 
open-source treasure hunting game.

Take your normal running app and add a 
storyline and “live” radio broadcasts and 
groaning zombies in your headphones, 
and you get the idea. “Zombies, Run!” is 
actually quite advanced, where users run 
missions, collect items and build up their 
‘human township’, and make decisions 
that affect their town’s outcome. The 
designer started playing this and finds 
it intriguing: it makes running much 
more engaging, and he runs faster.

Nike+ Kinect Training Mass, Public Tai Chi Geocaching (Orienteering) Zombies, Run!

Related Developments
Trends, innovations, and new offerings broadly related to outdoor fitness
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The next gen Xbox One can track 
muscle stress and heart rate, 
as well as body posture.

A publicity stunt before the Olympics, 
people can do twenty squats in front 
a special ticket machine, and it gives 
them a free ticket. Interesting.

Rock climbing is inherently a social 
sport. At an indoor climbing hall, a 
climber can go with no friends and within 
minutes happily be chatting away and 
collaborating with strangers on how to 
solve a certain climbing “problem”.

Kinect ONE Squat for Train Tickets Bouldering
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Three key elements are the main reasons most unfit people do  not use outdoor gyms

The Main Barriers

Synergia Hälsa AB
För: Alastair Warren
Av: Lars Andersson

 Strenght leg
3x 10/exercise
3/week
Call/mail to me after 6 weeks of training
Övning Illustration Träningsfokus Övningsdata Kommentar
1 -
Djup knäböj -
normal
benposition
(Squat)

Håll huvudet så att blicken är riktad rakt
framåt under hela övningen. Stå med raka
ben, med skulderbrett avstånd, tyndpunkten
rakt genom kroppen med något större del av
tyngden fördelad på bakre delen av foten.
Genom att fokusera på mage och korsrygg,
ska hela kroppen hållas stabil genom hela
övningen. Andas in på väg ner, håll andan i
övningens nedre fas, och andas sedan ut på
vägen upp (sista halvan av
uppåtlyftet).Övningen är som tyngst i nedre
delen av rörelsen (nedanför 80 grader), och
det är viktigt att tyngdpunktslinjen inte är för

2 -
"God morgon"

Stå med stången vilande på axlarna. Böj
överkroppen framåt så långt som
muskulaturen på lårets baksida tillåter.
Benen och ryggen hålls raka under
utförelsen. Detta är en riskfull övning för
korsryggen.

3 -
Utfall steg
m/skivstång

Stå med fötterna i höftbredd och en
skivstång vilandes på axlarna. Ta ett steg
framåt och sänk kroppen med vikten på det
främre benets häl tills knät är i ungefär 90
graders vinkel. Se till att knät inte trycks
framför tårna. Pressa dig upp med hjälp av
det främre benet, byt ben och upprepa. Håll
ryggen rak och blicken riktad rakt fram under
hela rörelsen.Trener primært: m.quadriceps
femoris, m.gluteus maximus. Assisterende
muskler: m.gluteus medius, m.gluteus
minimus, m.biceps femoris,
m.semitendinosus, m.semimembranosus,

4 -
Enbens lårcurl /
Leg curl

Fotdyna: Ligg på mage med utsträckta ben. Placera
knäna utanför kanten av liggdynan och fixera
överkroppen med hjälp av handtagen. Böj
maximalt i knäledet på det aktiva benet och
sänk försiktigt tillbaka till startpositionen. Håll
foten böjd under hela rörelsen. Byt ben.

5 -
Liggande
benpress  / Leg
press

Placera fötterna på fotplattan med axelbrett
avstånd. Böj knäna ca. 90 grader. Spänn
mag- och korsryggsregionen. Pressa benen
mot fotplattan, tills knäna är nästan helt
utsträckta.  Återgå till startposition och
upprepa.Tränar primärt: m.quadriceps
femoris, m.gluteus maximus. Assisterande
muskler: m.gluteus medius og minimus,
m.adductor magnus, m.triceps surae.

6 -
Liggande enbens
lårcurl m/boll

Ligg med ett ben på bollen. Håll armarna
snett ut åt sidan. Spänn rumpan och
lårmuskulaturen och dra bollen med hjälp
benet så långt mot dig som du kan. Rulla
tillbaka bollen och upprepa. Byt ben.

© 2013 ExorLive AS ® 1 2013-11-08

Approachability

Most people feel exceptionally self-concious 
and too “out-of-shape” to use outdoor gyms

Understanding

Without previous experience, most 
people do not know what to do and 

are afraid of looking incompetent

Standard outdoor gyms are not 
particularly fun or engaging for people 

who are new to working out

Fun
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Further Improving the Experience?
Seven themes that emerged from research that provide means to improve 
the appeal and experience of using outdoor exercise installations

Social

Encouraging people to exercise 
together for motivation 

and accountability

Small Start

Celebrating small successes 
and not asking for too 

much commitment

Instant Feedback

Providing positive, immediate 
benefits and applying game 

mechanics to keep users motivated

Adjustable Resistance

Enabling each exercise station to 
benefit users from very weak to 
quite fit. Bodyweight machines 

often do not succeed at this

Convenience

Minimal time needs, no change of 
clothes required, located where 

people already frequent

Start + Continuation

Designed very specifically for two 
different user experiences, the 
first use, and the return uses

Deliberate Experience

A highly designed, integrated 
experience, right down to the type 
of language used and how an app 

may augment the experience

1 2 3 4

5 6 7
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This project seeks to cater to two types of users, those who simply don’t get around to 
exercise, and those who have a strong aversion to exercise. However, it does not aim to 
provide cardiovascular exercise, which is better addressed by walking and jogging.

The Real Target Users

The Typical, Moderately Inactive Citizen

“Next Year I’ll Get Fitter”

Those Who Class Themselves as “Non-Sporty”

Learned Avoidance or Learned Hopelessness

Convenience and a nudge to get started are the key 
points. These users don’t want the hassle or image 
of dressing up in sportswear just to keep healthy.

People who typically had a hard time at school 
in sports classes, and have grown up believing 

that exercise is just “for other people”.
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The target users are people who are already interested by outdoor gyms, but the barrier is too high 
or the gym is unsuitable. This user profile is behaviour-based, rather than demographic-based.

Example Target Users

These People Are:

• Already walking a bit and enjoy it
• Aware of the need for exercise
• Not interested in changing into specific exercise clothing
• Not wanting to get sweaty
• Self-concious about exercising in public space
• Not taking exercise too seriously and just want to do a little something

Linnea (25) and Sara (25)

Intimidated by outdoor gym and particularly by 
athletic male users. Additionally, the exercises 
are too hard and undesirable for them. Linnea 
has tried once. Now they walk for fitness.

Elderly Couple

This couple uses a couple of the machines, but 
most are too heavy and unsuitable. Walking for 
fitness, staying flexible and mobile is important.

Tradesman (34)

Visits with friend during breaks in jobs 
to do a short routine together.
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The initial idea generation came during research synthesis, proposing immediate ‘fixes’ 
to issues identified during research. This is both generative and a means to immediately 
expose gut-reaction ideas. Over a hundred ideas fed into the subsequent ideation phase.

Research-Reactive Ideation

Ideation was initiated during the research analysis phase, sketching 
ideas to improve each of the main experiences tried. This allowed 
the designer to get the ‘gut reaction’ ideas down on paper and 
then move on to specifically addressing my design challenge.
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Ideation was kicked off in earnest with a design workshop with around 12 fellow design 
students, to get into a creative mindset and to generate a diverse range of starting points

The students formed four groups and were given the task 
of creating a fitness-building game within 45 mintues. Each 
group acted out a rough prototype after time was elapsed, 
and then moved to a brainstorm session indoors to build 
on the ideas and thoughts of the prototype exercise.

This session again fed into the initial, thorough idea 
phase by the designer, and surfaced ideas around adult 
versions of schoolyard games, unusual ways of moving 
across spaces, competitive caputure of movement among 
friends, and even a physical-movement-based, cooperative 
means of controlling a projected video game.

It was also simply a great way to build motivation and momentum.

Kick-off Workshop
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To ensure productive and comprehensive ideation for such a widely scoped project, 
ideas were generated around broad range of topics identified during research.

Specific Ideation

Topics that were explored included Games/
Immersive Fiction,  Strangers Cooperating, 
Spontaneous Play, Fitness with Virtual Friends, and 
Intellectual Challenges. At this point the aim was to 
generate quantity, not quality of ideas, which could 
then be refined and improved afterwards. It’s often 
the case that the seemingly unrealistic or unsuitable 
ideas evolve to be meaningful, key aspects of more 
refined concepts later in the design process.
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Taking the best ideas and thoughts from initial ideation, and combining and 
reworking them into considered stand-alone concepts for evaluation

This process resulted in seven concepts, all deliberately 
distinct and focused on different approaches, types of usage, 
and situations or contexts of use. This provided a broad base 
for evaluation, and a means to cherry pick and incorporate 
different aspects of different designs later in the process.

Developing Towards Specific Concepts
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Finding the key design opportunities and potential from the ideation and concept phases

With the concept stage boiled down to seven distinct 
concepts, the process moved on to evaluation. Through 
presenting and discussing with target users, design experts, 
subject matter experts, and colleagues, the relevant 
and promising ideas were identified. The designer also 
employed SWOT analysis and considered the concepts 
against the Fogg Behaviour Mode, to help guage the 
likelyhood of generating a successful design solution.

The Concepts

• Digitally-guided dynamic obstacle course
• Five minute “health stations”
• Super simple circuit gym
• Augmented digital “journeys” via mobile app
• Atmospheric, experiential group fitness classes
• Active lunchtime “games”
• Portable digital exercise coach

Seven Concepts Evaluated
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Intent

A circuit course where the user selects their exercise 
intent, and then follows lighting leading them around.

Pros

• Guided experience
• Game-like, exciting
• Full-body movements
• On-trend

Cons

• Highly visible and intimidating
• High energy, sweat-inducing
• Sport connotations
• No routine

1 · Obstacle Course
A personalised, bodyweight-based custom course every time, just follow the lights
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Intent

Approachable, five-minute quick ‘fixes’ for 
specific health goals. Spontaneous and 
relevant for common issues e.g. sore back.

Pros

• Low barrier to entry
• Professional appeal e.g. focus
• Start small and extend

Cons

• Not aspirational
• Users highlight their ailments
• Highly individual

2 · Five Minute Health Stations
Focusing on real, everyday health benefits 
presented as health, not fitness
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Intent

Easy to use, no-experience-necessary outdoor gym. Guidance 
via lighting, simply move through all stations for workout.

Pros

• No experience needed
• Weights (ability) hidden
• Avoids “gym” feel

Cons

• Individual
• Intimidating so close to others
• Boring (simply lifting weights like a regular gym)

3 · Circuit Gym
The simplest, most straightforward a gym can be, 
always standing up with minimal awkwardness
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Intent

Social “adventure” experience with friends. Simulate 
climbing Everest, walking the Silk Road, etcetera. 
Tracking and bonus exercises zones.

Pros

• Appealing experience
• Social accountability
• No infrastructure needed
• No intimidation

Cons

• Doesn’t fulfill brief (physical)
• Not spontaneous

Giving meaning to exercise. Virtually explore, learn about, 
and succeed at aspirational real-life adventures.

4 · Mobile Journeys
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Intent

Provide a compelling experience 
with each class, involving thematic 
sounds, visuals, and world-class 
instructors broadcasting from iconic 
locations. Join in globally-streamed 
classes as part of a community.

Pros

• Additional reason to join—
special experiences

• Distracts people from each other
• Convertible spaces 

(transportable too)

Cons

• Still an intimidating group 
experience for many

• Limited opportunities 
for real innovation

• Difficult to coach technique

5 · Experiential Group Fitness
Bringing an immersive, engaging experience to otherwise repetitive group classes
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Intent

Physical games to be 
spontaneously played during 
office lunch breaks. Physical 
version of “Battleship” board 
game, a reaction challenge, etc.

Pros

• Social
• Quick and exciting
• Sidesteps sporting ability
• Spontaneous

Cons

• Physical installations such 
as table tennis, petanque, 
and Dance Dance Revolution 
already exist and work

• Realistic demand?

Providing comfortable lunchtime entertainment/”exercise” 
options in the vein of bocce ball

6 · Active Games
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Intent

Portable unit with Kinect-like vision system, speaker, 
and simple projected interface. Useable at home, 
outdoors, and in the workplace on breaks.

Pros

• Instant-on and ready to go (low barrier)
• Guided exercise from dedicated device
• Doubles as outdoor speaker

Cons

• Mostly individual and indoors
• Just another electronic device
• Doubling up for those with gaming consoles

The coaching abilities of Kinect crossed with the portable entertainment 
of a BlueTooth speaker, for anywhere, anytime personal classes

7 · Portable Exercise Unit
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Evaluation against the original project intent to determine what needs are really being met

The evaluation phase produced a mix of potential directions, 
with no ‘silver bullet’ concept. At this point the designer 
chose to re-evaluate specifically against the project intent, 
determining what concepts and aspects of concepts could be 
mixed together to most effectively meed the project intent.

This evaluation clearly showed the outdoor gym-style 
installations most effectively met the project needs, and 
provided a strong direction to move forward with.

Clarifying Direction

Spontaneous Intentional

Simple Movement

Intense Training

• Obstacle Course

• Circuit Gym

• Portable Exercise
• Health Stations

• Active Games
• Group Experience

• Mobile Journey
• Workplace Interventions

Prompting healthy ‘fitness’ activities 
through interactive, connected 
installations in the urban environment

“ “
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Taking the best of many concepts to most effectively meet the project intent

The decision to stick with the existing form of fitness 
installation, an outdoor gym, was somewhat unexpected but 
proved to be the most logical and high-potential choice.

Why Refine Existing Outdoor Gyms?

Build on Existing Success

Outdoor gyms are already reasonably successful, but flawed 
in terms of approachability and understanding. Addressing 
these factors alone could drastically improve usage.

Opportunities for Engaging Interactions

The design concepts identified many opportunities to 
improve understanding, enjoyment, and feedback.

Social “Stickiness”

There’s untapped potential to build on the 
appeal of social exercise and the draw of social 
accountability (agreeing to meet with friends).

Knowledge and Instinct

The designer’s overall amassed knowledge is strongest in this area, 
with instinct also pointing towards straightforward outdoor gyms.

Selected Direction · “The Approachable Outdoor Gym”

Intentional
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The user interaction with can be divided into two key, make-or-break moments. 
This was selected as the way to focus design efforts moving forward.

Focus · Specifically Designing Two Items

1. Something to Draw People In

A huge factor in the success of this gym is drawing 
people in for “first use”. Research indicated once 
people started they generally felt comfortable, but 
beforehand often felt too uncomfortable to try it.

The design needs to draw people in for a few moments, to try 
a motivating exercise and to get familiar with the space.

2. Something Worth Returning For

Once people have started using the gym, the challenge 
is to keep them returning. Key factors here include 
feelings of success and progress, as well as simply 
reassurance that they’re doing things correctly.

The other key factor is social “stickiness”—how can social 
aspects influence enthusiasm and adherance to exercising?
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Key aspects that will make the first-use and return-use moments successful

Guiding Considerations Moving Forward

• Obstacle Course

• Existing Gyms

• Health Stations

• Circuit GymSp
on

ta
ne
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s
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nt
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Simple Movement

Intense Training

Social ExperienceApproachability Engaging, Lightweight Interactions

Feeling comfortable approaching and within the space Improving the experience through social relationships Using interactions to improve feedback and understanding
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Figuring out size and space—how much space do people need to feel comfortable? 
How about sightlines and privacy? If friends come together? How to make it understandable to use?

Size, Space, and Comfort Zones

A quick mockup was produced for each of six concept 
stations and laid out in an imaginary park setting. This 
enabled testing of the psychological space required for 
each station, as well as sight lines and where walls or 
barriers might be strategically placed. A key learning 
was that thoughtfully positioned visibility barriers can 
provide a huge difference to people’s feeling of confidence 
whilst exercising, and it can also allow for stations to 
be placed closer together than otherwise possible.

It also confirmed that by placing two of the same 
station next to each other, but angled slightly away 
from each other, users can feel a sense of private 
space if alone, or talk together if they’re a group.

Testing was conducted with a range of potential 
users, and also critically evalutated by tutors.

Full Scale Gym Layout

Proxemics + Personal Space

Diagram of Edward T. Hall’s personal reaction bubbles 
(1966). 2.1m seems to be the ideal separation of 
side-by-side stations, such as squat stations.

PUBLIC SPACE

SOCIAL SPACE

PERSONAL
SPACE

INTIMATE

 SPACE

 1.5 ft
(0.45 m)

  4 ft
(1.2 m)

12 ft
(3.6 m)

25 ft
(7.6 m)
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Of the literature studied on behaviour change and habit formation, the 
Fogg Behaviour Model stood out for practical applications

Understanding Behaviour Change

The Fogg Behaviour Model splits change into three categories 
of Trigger, Ability, and Motivation, and importantly motivation 
is the lowest priority and most difficult to address.

Learning: Ability Factors

• Reducing the feeling of “Social Deviance”, that is 
doing something socially unusual or weird, before 
these outdoor gyms become more familiar

• Quickly integrating into standard daily routine 
(addressing “Non-Routine” behaviour)

Learning: Motivation Factors

• Reducing anticipated fear (looking silly, injury)
• Improving feeling of social belonging (I’m the 

right kind of person to use this space)

Skype Call with BJ Fogg

The designer arranged a short call with BJ Fogg, and 
discussed the possibility of “mass anonymity”, as-in diffusing 
attention across all users, as well as exercises where it’s 
not done in a way that’s glaringly right or wrong. Also 
discussed was avoiding bad experiences which would cause 
users never to return again, termed “failure scenarios”.
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The considerations for adoption over time included the following:

“Procrastinator” Users Will Adopt Before “Awkward” Users

It seems likely of the two target user groups, the first adopters 
would be those who merely don’t get around to working out 
currently, and need a more suitable opportunity. The second 
user group, those who have learned helplessness or learned 
avoidance, have a significantly bigger barrier to overcome. Public 
familiarity will grow with usage, and it is hoped and designed 
to cause that the people using the gym appear to be normal, 
everyday people, doing  easy-to-do health activities, not sweaty 
sports activities, thus allowing the “awkward” user group to feel 
included and give it a try with time and this growing familiarity.

Inclusion of Group Classes and Mental Exercises

The suggestion here is that once group classes are started it 
will cater to a range of people who are not prepared to start by 
themselves, or aren’t attracted by solo exercise. This should 
cause a bump in usage and familiarity. A second bump in usage 
is anticipated if a range of “mental exercises” are included, 
allowing people to feel included and capable first through these 
exercises, after which they can progress on to physical exercises.

The diagram demonstrates the expected progression.

Considering both the consumer uptake/change in societal behaviour to use outdoor gyms, 
and the long-term roadmap for implementation, features, and modifications of the concept

Understanding Trends + Adoption Over Time
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Determining the rough modes of usage, emphasising intuitive simplicity, no awkward 
positions, and outdoor-suitable designs. A circuit of eight initial stations were formulated.

Providing the Exercises

At this point approximately 8 combined-
station exercises were proposed.

Upper Body

• Shoulder Press/Lat Pulldown
• Chest Press/Back Row
• Ab Crunch/Back Extension
• Bicep Curl/Tricep Curl

Lower Body

• Squat or Lunge
• Mobility Stepping Stones
• Step Up
• Balance Board

These ideas were sketched on with an initial 
selection of form inspiration.

The intent of the combined exercises is to 
maximise the benefit in minimal time.

Function, Form
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Exploring the possibilities within simple, static stations, their intuitiveness, aesthetic 
suitability, and how multiple strangers or friends can use stations concurrently

Function, Form

Friends can see each other and chat, 
whilst standing on the other side 

provides privacy via a visual barrier 
and outward-facing viewing angles.
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After settling on very simple structures, the challenge was 
determining the right mechanisms and aesthetics

Function, Form
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Discussing and refining the exercise concepts and the efficacy of the complete workout

After selection of six specific exercise stations, I met with Linda 
Hokka, an expert instructor of bodyweight and minimal-equipment 
circuit training classes, to validate whether the the proposed 
exercises would provide a safe and effective complete workout.

Linda confirmed the selection of exercises, except changing the 
lunge station to a squat station to reduce the chance of injury. 
Linda also confirmed the cable-based exercises would recruit more 
stabilising muscles and lead to a superior, more beneficial workout.

Expert Validation of Proposed Exercises

“Lift + Lower”
Shoulder Press + Lat Pulldown

“Mobility”
Stepping Stones

“Push + Pull”
Chest Press + Back Row

“Balance”
Balance Board

“Bend”
Ab Crunch + Back Extension

Lunge “Crouch”
Squat
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After refining the concept, two stations were picked for 
detailed prototyping and design development

The Concept: A Subtly-Gamified, Fun Balancing Station

Using interactive directions delivered through LED lighting to give 
a fun and guided 75 second exercise. Different workout options 
or intensities would be possible, including rolling the board in a 
circle and moving in specific directions as indicated by arrows.

User Testing with ‘Wizard-of-Oz’ Prototype

Using a screen and projector displaying pre-
determined “gameplay” scenarios, different types of 
instructions and game feedback were tested.

Outcome

• Stars and text feedback were both highly 
enjoyed “goals” to aim for

• Looking ahead is preferred over looking down
• Going side-to-side and front-to-back is 

preferred over rotating in a circle

Focusing on Two Stations—1: Balance
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Testing the concept of two exercises in one (bi-directional resistance)—a lat 
pulldown and shoulder press together, guided through a digital “game”

The Concept: Two-In-One Station with 
Unstable Cable-Based Movement

Using handles attached to cables via wheels allows for full-
height motion as suited to each user.  Resistance is adjusted 
on each handle, and the cables require “stabilisation” of the 
motion, activating many muscles not used with controlled 
machines. By combining a shoulder press (pushing up) and 
a lateral pulldown (pulling down), the user gets the two 
opposite and complimentary exercises at the same time, 
reducing time commitment and helping to avoid muscular 
imbalances. The separated hands also prevent imbalances.

User Testing of Functional Prototype

A cable system was rigged up with free-moving handles, 
with a laptop providing an instructive display. The display 
provided a breakdown of the exercise, motion and timing.

Outcome

• Complex motions preferred over “boring” 
repetitive up-down motion

• Rest breaks are highly disliked
• Instructions are clear but uninspiring

Focusing on Two Stations—2: Lift and Lower

7 Lift & Pull

20 Second Break

Simple + Quick

Done!

12 Lift & Pull

1

2

3

0 Lift & Pull

5 Sec Break

Simple + Quick

Done!

12 Lift & Pull

1

2

3

0 Lift & Pull

0 Sec Break

Simple + Quick

Nice!

0 Lift & Pull

1

2

3
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Three zones, three exercises, and three steps to keep everything simple, straightforward, 
and consistent. Sets of three have been proven to be easiest for people to comprehend.

Establishing Principles—The Rule of Three

• Flexibility (many) • 1. Mobility
• 2. Balance
• 3. Crouch

Flexibility
Stretches, Many Stations

Zone 1
Stability + Balance

Lower Body, Bodyweight

Zone 2
Movement + Strength
Upper Body, Machines

Zone 3

• 1. Lift + Lower
• 2. Push + Pull
• 3. Bend

Users can stretch, do bodyweight 
exercises, or machine-based exercises, 
as desired. This appeal to many users.

Each exercise takes 90 seconds, allowing 
three exercises (one zone) in five 
minutes. This keeps the time demand 
commitment down, to increase appeal.

Each exercise should follow a 
predictable pattern of three stages 
for easy comprehension.

Three Zones to Choose From Three Exercises in 5 Minutes Three Steps per Exercise
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1

2

3 3

2

1

A key factor in the experience is simply the layout—how people see it on first sight, how clear the 
circuit is, how privacy is afforded for certain stations, and how the stations relate to each other

A “loop” layout allows simple designation of spaces and a partially 
secluded environment separated from walking tracks. Each 
pair of stations allows friends to exercise together, or solo users 
some private space, with a subtle angle away from each other.

Stretch stations are offered in the middle, requiring 
less privacy than workout stations.

Clear signage and water taps invite people to stop and 
familiarise themselves with the space, and to easily 
step up to the closer exercise stations. The Bend and 
Stability stations are situated rearwards for privacy.

All exercises are conducted standing up, allowing 
users to feel more comfortable around others.

Key:

Stability + Balance
Lower Body, Bodyweight

Movement + Strength
Upper Body, Machines

Establishing a Layout
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“There’s an app for everything”—is an app really necessary or able to 
provide value for this concept? Yes, but in the background.

1

2

3 3

2

1

An App to Compliment the Gym?

Purposes and specific functionality were brainstormed 
for a possible companion app, with two constraints: (1) 
that the gym can work extremely well without an app, 
and that no app is necessary for a great experience (2) 
users will not need to spend time with their hands on with 
their phone, or even be preoccupied by looking at it.

Help Getting Started

As already described, helping users and potential users quickly and 
easily understand how to use the gym correctly is crucial to usage,  
therefore providing instructions such as video content may help 
users. They can also do this away from the gym, or after passing it.

More Engaging Workouts

Can an intelligent app connected to the exercise stations 
allow for better workouts? Perhaps customisation of 
workouts, or remembering previous exercise settings? 
Or audio feedback through headphones?

Encouraging Further Usage

Providing feedback and progress information is a proven 
method of increasing enjoyment, and additionally with an app it 
would be possible to provide usage reminders and behavioural 

triggers at appropriate times. Social 
media functionality would also offer 
behavioural incentives for some users.

Using A Pedometer as a Cue

In applying the Fogg Behaviour Model, 
it seems likely that associating walking 
with the gym could subtly trigger users 
to visit the gym more often. If users 
check the pedometer frequently, or 
see progress points for walking in 
addition to their workouts, they may 
form a mental link of “I’m out walking, 
perhaps I should visit an outdoor gym 
too”, or will at least be reminded of the 
gym and their potential usage of it.

Summary

Clearly there are benefits to an app, and 
with care it can be designed so users 
do not even need to actively interact 
with their phone whilst using the gym, 
that it silently provides additional 
features/value from their pocket.
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Developing the specific use case of how an app can help users get started, especially 
users who are not confident about exercising, or whether the gym is for them

App-Augmented Onboarding

Simple and Straightforward

The initial introduction to the app and 
gym serves to simply clarify how the gym 
functions and how it is beneficial. The 
presentation emphasises the focus on 
health for everyday people, and explains 
the minimal five minute time demand.

Gamified Progress

After completing the tour a simple “menu” of 
exercises is presented, and as exercises are 
completed they are checked off and progress 
awards are accrued. The user can actually keep 
their phone in their pocket whilst exercising, as 
stations are recognised via Bluetooth (iBeacon).
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How does the app add value to each and every workout? How does it keep people motivated 
about their progress and bring them back? How does it help when they get stuck?

App in Usage

Integrated 
Pedometer...
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With the basic mechanisms set, how can they be built to be intuitive, effective, 
and outdoor-appropriate? A variety of functional variations were explored.

Refining Function
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As the form language proved to be difficult to pin down, form guidelines were created. The challenge 
was something that fits the urban environment, inspires curiosity, and feels approachable.

Guiding Form

• Simple
• Readable
• Not overwhelmbing
• Safe

• Rhythmic
• Belonging
• Lean (structurally)

• Cheerful
• Comfortable
• Non-aggressive

Approachable Harmonious Easy Going
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Refining Form
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Using a structured evaluation of form language for appropriate aesthetics and functionality

Four themes were developed for evaluation and 
selection, with the simplest and most “playful” 
theme being selected for its appropriately 
cheerful aesthetic and realistic construction.

CAID underlays were used for realistic proportions, 
with formwork continuing in CAID from this point. 
The selected form feels slightly too ‘sporty’ and 
with need further CMF (Colour, Material, Form)
development, whilst minimally tweaking the form.

Form Language Evaluation

Selected Form

This form language was selected for its cheerful, 
outdoor-like, active-yet-not-too-sporty appearance, 
and it’s practical, affordable construction method.
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Modelling for accurate sizing, and refining for intuitiveness, aesthetics, and practicality

Creating a Matching Set

Moving to CAID allowed for accurate 
development of proportions, and figuring 
out how each item can be manufactured, 
including possible common parts.

The floor pads shown here are designed 
to be cut from a continuous sheet, and the 
concrete parts can all be extruded from the 
same mold if this proves to be efficient.

This process highlighted the overall 
lack of common parts, leaving 
room for improvement.

The coloured parts are delibately selected 
to highlight where the user makes contact 
with the equipment (excluding their feet).

From this point the focus switched to 
overall layout development, and then 
designing the signage and privacy 
screens, still an unknown at this stage.

Selected Form Refinement
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Balancing approachability, privacy, and understanding

Layout was a key consideration throughout the project. Although 
a highly flexible, modular layout that easily adapts to any location 
offers advantages, it was concluded that this has a key drawback: 
user understanding, onboarding, and privacy are all easily 
compromised by variations on the specific layout suggested.

Additionly, public projects can be easily led astray by a 
poor understanding of the subtler layout needs when being 
specced and constructed, so it was concluded a fixed, or 
highly recommended layout would be preferrable.

Layout Development

Stretch station before 
entering (an excuse 
to stop and look)

Water tap and signage 
before entering (an excuse 
to stop and look)

Easiest, most appealing stations at 
front. Labelled 1-6 in clear circuit

Pairs of users face 
slightly away from 
each other for privacy

Two of each station, 
enabling use with friends

Crouch and Bend 
stations at rear for 
privacy (to be used 
as users progress)
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Providing understanding and privacy for anxious users

As development progressed an opportunity arose to cover 
two functions in one: privacy screens and straightforward 
instructions. The key privacy challenge was to allow users to feel 
comfortable that they’re not being stared at, to feel that they 
can do their own workout without pressure to perform or look 
good. The signage’s role is to enable near-instant understanding, 
allowing potential users to quickly grasp what and how to do 
each exercise, to feel comfortable doing so, and to provide active 
guidance throughout each exercise in an enjoyable manner.

Privacy Screen + Interactive Signage
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Determining the informational, technological, and aesthetic requirements

Through stages of refinement and prototyping the 
signage evolved to become a simple LED display 
matrix supported with static (printed) imagery and 
a description. The electronic display allows timed, 
personalised guidance throughout each exercise, whilst 
the print component provides overall understanding.

A significant challenge was fitting the required digital 
information onto a single 16x64 matrix display, which proved 
to be the most cost-effective and suitable display method.

A range of perforation patterns were tested to 
determine the desirable level of ‘transparency’ in the 
signage, and overall size was also prototyped.

Signage Refinement

Welcome, Tim
2. Balance Stand with feet 

shoulder-width apart

Tilt board in direction 
of light

It is easier if you keep 
your eyes on the 
display

1. 

2. 

3. 

1
Push + Pull

· Stand with feet shoulder-width apart

· Tilt board in direction indicated by the arrow

· It’s easier if you keep your eyes on the display

How to Get Started

1
Push + Pull

· Stand with feet shoulder-width apart

· Tilt board in direction indicated by the arrow

· It’s easier if you keep your eyes on the display

How to Get Started

1
Push + Pull

· Stand with feet shoulder-width apart

· Tilt board in direction indicated by the arrow

· It’s easier if you keep your eyes on the display

How to Get Started
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Approachable, optimistic, and engaging regardless of knowledge level

Final Interactive Signage

1 Balance 6 Lift · Lower

1
Balance

6
Lift and Lower

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you want

Tilt board in direction of arrow
Move your feet closer for a challenge

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you prefer

Tilt footplate in direction of arrow
Move feet closer together for a challenge

1 Balance 6 Lift · Lower

1
Balance

6
Lift and Lower

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you want

Tilt board in direction of arrow
Move your feet closer for a challenge

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you prefer

Tilt footplate in direction of arrow
Move feet closer together for a challenge

Clear, ‘laymans’ description

Realistic user silhouettes

LED matrix display for guidance

Customised display hole pattern 
and decal for each station, to 
suit the different exercises

Relevant, simple titles

Clear numbers 
for wayfinding

Relevant, 
simple titles

Privacy-affording, 
yet safe-to-
see-through 
perforations

The thoughtful 
presentation of the 
matrix display presents 
it not as antiquanted 
technology, but as 
attractive, intentional 
design. This also allows 
it to age gracefully, not 
as a high tech display 
that will look outdated 
in just a couple of years.

Privacy Through Distraction

Through research we heard that 
users disliked “looking at others 
looking at them” whilst exercising. 
By engaging everyone with their 
own dynamic displays this ensures 
everyone is paying attention to their 
own station, and no one else, thus 
providing a feeling of privacy without 
having to visually segregate people.
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Final Design
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Health Loop rethinks outdoor gyms, and frankly, indoor 
gyms too. No longer is the gym an intimidating, confusing, 

unenjoyable place to seek aesthetic ‘fitness’. It’s a fun 
place to stop by for 15 minutes, to get healthy for life.

Introducing Health Loop
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An Approachable, Understandable, 
Enjoyable Fitness Experience
Health Loop is designed specifically to encourage physically 
inactive people to get ‘just a bit’ active. The designed space 
provides a surprisingly entertaining and comfortable environment 
to get 5-10 minutes of daily exercise in, and strong focus is placed 
on approachability, understandability, and enjoyable engagement.

Intimidation

Equipment is too difficult and 
intimidating, highly athletic 
people are offputting

Lack of Understanding

Most people don’t know 
how to use equipment and 
don’t want to look silly

Lack of Enjoyment

Working out is an aquired 
taste, it often feels boring,  
inconvenient and unpleasant

Looks Unlike a Gym

A collection of friendly equipment 
unsuitable for serious athletes, 
with no weight settings visible

Intuitive, Simple Stations

Provided through simple 
language, digital guidance, 
correct ergonomics by design

A Fun Challenge

With a simple digital display and 
sensors, 90 second exercises 
provide everyday, useful benefits.

Current Problems Solutions
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Three Groups: Bodyweight Mobility, Machine-Based Movements, and Accessories

Nine Stations

Stretch

Semi-standing
Seating

Water Fountain and
Introductory Sign

Balance1 Mobility2 Stability3

Lean and Bend4 Push and Pull5 Lift and Lower6
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Providing an environment and equipment people can be comfortable with

Issue 1 · Intimidation and Approachability

All exercises are 
performed standing up in 

‘respectable’ positions

Signage gives user 
something to focus on, 
rather than “looking at 
people looking at me”

Equipment is unsuitable 
for weightlifters, show-offs, 

and serious athletes

Difficulty/weight settings 
are hidden from onlookers

Stretch or sit for an easy 
first step or while getting a 

feel for the environment
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Getting over the ‘What do I even do?’ barrier and providing confidence

Issue 2 · Understanding How to Start and Use

Numbered circuit, starting 
at easiest station

Clear instructions in non-
sporty, simple language, 
with real user silhouettes

Instant-start digital instructions as 
soon as the user steps on

(‘tricks’ potential users into getting started)

Intuitive, clear forms 
and colours

1 Balance 6 Lift · Lower

1
Balance

6
Lift and Lower

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you want

Tilt board in direction of arrow
Move your feet closer for a challenge

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you prefer

Tilt footplate in direction of arrow
Move feet closer together for a challenge
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Providing fun and stimulating yet simple challenges at each station

Issue 3 · Fun and Engagement

UID 11:56 AM

Nice Work Today!

Bend

Balance + Mobility

Mobility

Balance

Crouch

Stability + Strength

Push + Pull

Li	 + Lower

Steps + Flexibility

43 Workouts In Total!

1

2

3

4

5

6

+

Steps

Various Stretches

+7452 7452

Proven through functional 
prototypes and success 

of game systems such as 
Dance Dance Revolution

App tracks progress and provides 
incentives to return. It includes a 
pedometer to trigger further use

Fun, challenging 1.5 minute programs 
using game mechanics. The challenges 

are mentally stimulating and awards 
for success provide encouragement

Minimal time investment: 
five minutes to complete 

three stations, or ten minutes 
to complete all six
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Designing for two key moments in the user journey

Encouraging the First Use, and Return Uses

First Use: Pulling People In 
Habit Commitment
Building on Potental Users’ Actual Thirst and Intrigue

The water tap and signage at the entrance gives people a reason to stop, 
and allows them to observe and get familiar with the space without 
feeling socially awkward (as in just standing and watching people).

Simple, Curiosity-Inspiring Interactive Signage

Each station’s signage is exceptionally clear and visually 
attractive to look at, and the LED screen can draw people 
over with text prompts and animations. It’s something 
people have never seen before, inspiring curiosity.

‘Doing It Before You Realise’ Auto-Start Stations

As soon as a user steps on an exercise station just to see how it 
feels, the screen prompts them to do the first move. It doesn’t tell 
them they’re working out, merely following one instruction at a 
time, thus unwittingly committing users to short exercises.

App Installation at Height of Motivation
Health Loop will prompt new users to install the app via 
BlueTooth notification simply as they walk away after 
first use, when they are at a peak of motivation.

Return Use: Bringing People Back
Habit Maintenance
Celebrating Progress

If users are carrying their phone with them (and the app 
installed), even without taking it out of their pocket the exercise 
stations can display and celebrate their improvements.

Variation and Developing Challenges

The stations automatically adapt and challenge return users, based 
on how they’re performing and based on their past progress.

Mentalling Associating with Walking

The inclusion of a pedometer in the app is deliberate: as users 
workout they see that they can (and should) also receive points 
by walking, and vice versa, if they’re walking, they should also 
be visiting a Health Loop for maximum points. Over time users 
can develop a mental relationship prompting both types of 
exercise, whether they conciously consider it or not.

‘Personal’ Fitness Prompts

Research shows remembering a user’s name and prompting 
them in a conversational manner improves compliance.
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One of the most effective ways to get someone started—how does Health Loop support this?

The Social Experience: Bringing a Friend

Health Loop is designed to be suitable for both people 
working out alone or in pairs (or more).

Stations Angled Away from Each Other

This subtle angle means strangers working out next to each other 
face away, providing privacy. Conversely, if they’re friends, they’re 
still close enough to talk, and it’s easy to turn and face each other.

Focus-Based Privacy

A lot of people dislike noticing other people looking at them when 
exercising, so Health Loop keeps each user’s attention on their own 
station. The interactive display acheives this, and the large signage 
also provides additional frontal privacy, whilst also affording public 
safety through no opportunity for people to conceal themselves.

Socially-Considered Resting + Waiting Zone

The semi-standing stools provide a comfortable place for friends 
to wait, whilst also not forcing them to awkwardly stand by, with 
no place to sit. This is important if one person in a group wants to 
try the Health Loop, and the others do not at that moment.
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Intuitive exercises to improve everyday mobility and comfort

Stations 1-3 · Walking and Agility

1  Balance 2  Mobility 3  Stability

Utilising bodyweight, these stations provide a particularly fun and 
untimidating start, and don’t look anything like gym equipment
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The easiest and most curious station, to be placed at the entrance

1 · Balance

The Balance station is the closest to the entrance (in 
the recommended configuration) and is intended to 

spark curiousity and provide an easy, fun start

When stood on, instructions appear 
with “Lean Left”, “Lean Right”, and so 

on, immediately engaging the user

Five levels of difficulty are provided by the 
user moving their feet closer. They can also 
not hold the handles, or stand on one foot
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Improving overall agility, this station helps with basic movements and avoiding missteps: 
helpful for walking on uneven surfaces and recovering from from tripping up

2 · Mobility

The Mobility station develops overall physical 
mobility and coordination. The display indicates 

the order and timing of movements

The station has nine pressure sensitive 
foot positions, with the display indicating 

which points to step on (“1” to “9”)

The lower end is suited for people 
with less mobility, and quicker 
players will be challenged with 
the  higher front foot position
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Helpful for crouching down and lifting up—for example lifting  children, carrying 
heavy things up stairs, or putting things in cabinents and shelving

3 · Stability

The Crouch station is for performing squat exercises, a 
crucial exercise for general stability and movement

The concrete wall prevents users 
from positioning their knees 

dangerously far forwards

Many handgrips are possible for users 
to comfortably support themselves

The “seat” provides a psychological assurance of 
safety, as well as physical help if users go too low for 
their own ability and couldn’t otherwise get back up
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‘Friendly’ machine-based exercises for posture and real-world movements

Stations 4-6 · Everyday Movements

4  Lean and Bend 6  Push and Pull5  Lift and Lower

Each station provides two exercises in one by providing resistance in both directions. 
The resistance is adjustable from level 1-5, with fun, ‘unpredictable’ digital guidance.
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4 Lean and Bend
Core strength is vital for overall mobility and injury prevention, yet often severely underdeveloped

The Bend station activates the abdominal 
muscles for pushing forward and the 

lower back muscles for pulling back up

Due to the awkward nature of 
this exercise, it is intended to be 

located with ‘rear privacy’ in mind

Three foot positions allow for height 
adjustment without moving parts

 The large structure is designed 
to give frontal privacy
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Directly helpful to lifting and moving things around, and maintaining shoulder function

5 Lift and Lower

The Lift and Lower station integrates a shoulder press 
on the way up, and an extended lateral pulldown 

(also activating the triceps) on the way down

Simple adjustment, with the difficulty 
setting reasonably hidden from onlookers

The two separately-moving 
cables help to rehabilitate and 

avoid muscular imbalances

The handle provides a neutral 
position for the wrist, and 

connects the cable together
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6 Push and Pull

The Push and Pull station provides a chest press and 
back row, with an ergonomic size range for all users

Users simply stand at the marking that 
indicates their height, and this will locate 

them at the ergonomically-optimal position

The cable-based movement requires the use of stabilising 
muscles, providing a better, safer workout, and helping 

users to develop resistance to everyday injuries

Great for posture and for those times a door is particularly heavy or something needs pulling on
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Equipment which draws people over and allows them a few minutes 
to become familiar and comfortable with the space

Accessories · Reasons to Approach and Linger

Stretching Station Semi-standing SeatingWater Fountain and
Introductory Sign

User research indicated there’s a psychological turning point once a user 
spends a few minutes at once of these locations: users need a little time to 

see what to do and get comfortable with exercising in the public eye
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Accessories · Reasons to Approach and Linger

Multiple stretching stations at the entrance and inside the gym space allow walkers and runners to stop for a minute and observe, 
for gym users to take a rest break, and for people who aren’t yet ready to exercise to ‘do a little something and feel good about it’.

Stretching Stations
A draw for runners and walkers, and a great ‘excuse’ to stop and 
observe the Health Loop, to get acquanited with it
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Intended Information

Alternative ways to learn 
more and get started
• App with video
• Website
• Free instructor hours
• Women’s only hours

The water fountain is intended specifically to draw people over and get them to observe the gym or read the sign for a couple of minutes, to spark their interest 
and to gain familiarity. The large, clear sign emphasises simplicity and the gym’s appropriateness for average people. It refers to health, not sport.

Entrance (Water Fountain and Signage)
An accessory not to be marginalised—drawing people over, and an excuse to observe and learn
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The seating provides temporary seating for users and passersby, and normalises the gym with familiar outdoor furniture. A key use case is if three people walk past, and one wants 
to try the gym, the other two can comfortably sit and wait. The seating uses a semi-standing position to encourage temporary usage and also cannot be used for sleeping overnight.

A comfortable place to perch—to wait between exercises, or while friends try or finish exercises

Seating
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Low Barrier
Familiar

Low effort
Non-awkward

FountainSignage Sitting Stretching Balance Push and Pull MobilityLift and Lower Lean and Bend Stability

High Barrier
Unfamiliar
High effort
AwkwardTime and Familiarity

Health Loop is designed to provide an easy start for everyone, regardless of their level of fitness or confidence in exercising 
in public. User research showed that users typically start using gyms in stages, first walking past a few times to see how 

they work, then using one or two machines, and slowly more over time. Health Loop is designed for this behaviour.

An easy progression, and not expecting users to start with complete confidence and ability

Progressive Usage Over Time
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A purposeful companion app: progress tracking, providing variation, and providing instruction

Increasing Engagement · The Health Loop App

UID 11:56 AM

Nice Work Today!

Bend

Balance + Mobility

Mobility

Balance

Crouch

Stability + Strength

Push + Pull

Li	 + Lower

Steps + Flexibility

43 Workouts In Total!

1

2

3

4

5

6

+

Steps

Various Stretches

+7452 7452

1  Balance

UID 11:56 AM

Great for keeping balanced and 
nimble on your feet

Step on when you’re ready

Simple Tips

Focus on the display

Feet shoulder width apart

Welcome

5 Minute
Health Loops

Balance + Mobility

Stability + Strength

Steps + Flexibility

UID 11:56 AM

Let’s Start7452

The companion app provides 
guidance, celebration of 
progress, and integrated step 
counting. The step counting is an 
intentional ‘hook’ to get users to 
associate walking with exercising 
at the Health Loop, and also 
to reward users for walking to 
and from the Health Loop.

Clear benefits Enjoyable progressSimple for beginners
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Manufacture, Installation, Adaptation Over Time
The feasibility of the Health Loop: low cost, durability, simple installation and re-use

Power

Health Loop requires a small power supply, which could be 
delivered through connecting to the grid, through solar power, 
or potentially through self-generation, where each station 
generates it’s own power during usage. This has already 
been implemented by other outdoor gym installations

Adaptation

The modular nature of Health Loop allows more stations to be 
added as popularity increases, or the replacement of specific 
stations due to improved designs or wear and tear. The simple 
installation also means the stations can be easily relocated, 
perhaps due to shifting demand, or with the seasons.

Manufacture

Health Loop is built from basic materials: concrete, rubber, 
and piping, and from common profiles, to keep costs down. 
The materials are selected for their cost, durability, and ease of 
production, fitting appropirately into the urban landscape.

Installation

Installation is a simple process, with each station able to 
be unloaded prefabricated off of a truck, with a few final 
installation steps on site, including installing the signage and 
connecting each sign via durable data cable to it’s respective 
station. Flooring can be specified as suited to each site.
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Branding, Language, and Positioning
A lighthearted, friendly, realistic image and tone of voice

Health, Not Sport

Health Loop is called Health Loop for a reason: it’s for normal 
people looking to improve their health, and to avoid conotations 
of unpleasant gyms and requiring sporting ability.

The language used is deliberately simple, avoiding any sports 
terminology, and always relates the exercises back to real 
world applications. In other words, it’s easier to approach 
and understand a station called Lift and Lower than a station 
called Combined Shoulder and Lat Pulldown/Tricep Press. 
And it’s easier to understand the everyday benefit.

1 Balance 6 Lift · Lower

1
Balance

6
Lift and Lower

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you want

Tilt board in direction of arrow
Move your feet closer for a challenge

Stand tall with your stomach tight
Hold the handles if you prefer

Tilt footplate in direction of arrow
Move feet closer together for a challenge





Conclusions
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Health Loop is a complex design: physical hardware, a 
physical environment, interactive digital displays, and a 
smartphone app, all functioning together to create a holistic, 
comprehensive experience. Here the outcome is assessed 
against the design criteria identified in the research stage.

Approachability

Outdoor gyms by nature are intimidating, somewhat 
uncomfortable places to be. Health Loop works very hard 
to avoid this: it won’t attract highly fit, intimidating people 
as it’s all-but-useless to them, everyone is focused on their 
own workout and therefore not looking at others, and the 
equipment itself avoids preconcieved opinions due to it’s un-
sport-like appearance. Additionally, it’s specifically designed 
to draw people in with the water fountain and curious, simple 
equipment at the entrance (particularly the Balance station).

How successful is it? Initial opinion from designers and the 
public is that it looks friendly and easy to use. The Balance 
station was tested on the waterfront of Gotherburg in Sweden, 
and many people approached out of curiosity and wanted 
to try. The designer considered this promising, particularly 
as Swedish people can be reserved in nature and less likely 
to initiate conversation than Americans, for example.

Understanding

Feedback has indicated the individual stations of Health Loop 
are easy to understand, from the colour coding on places where 
the users hold the equipment, to overall body positioning and 
what to do. This is also significantly due to the signage providing 
both a clear explanation in normal language and an illustration, 
and digital guidance so that people can learn as they use it.

The remaining question in understanding is whether people 
grasp the purpose and usefulness of Health Loop when they first 
come across it. It’s likely that it’s immediately obvious for people 
when they see others using it, but if it’s empty, it may be hard to 
understand exactly what it is—however it’s hoped the curious, 
inviting forms encourage people to have a look, try, and find out. 
Clear, prominent signage will also help to bridge this first use gap.

Enjoyment

Perhaps the largest success of Health Loop is that all test users have 
indicated that it’s actually fun! Both in internal prototype testing at 
the Umeå Institute of Design and in public testing in Gothenburg, 
users enjoyed the challenge provided by the digital display, and 
found the level of difficulty well balanced to keep it engaging. In 
general enjoyment seems to be the biggest challenge in solo gym 
experiences, and Health Loop appears to have achieved this.

How well does Health Loop stack up against the the project goals?

Evaluating the Design Outcome
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Additional Notes and Room for Improvement

One aspect of Health Loop that stood out as an exceptionally 
difficult challenge during development was to integrate social 
exercise and solo exercise at the same time. Social appeal 
was a stated design consideration at the outcome of the 
research phase, and has only been achieved to basic level.

The blueprint design for Health Loop calls for two of every 
station, so that users can bring a friend or try it together, but 
one aspect that is lacking is any exercise/station that actually 
requires or encourages two people to two together.

This indicates two future areas for exploration:
• Comparison or challenges between users, likely 

facilitated through the app, but perhaps seamlessly 
and automatically on arrival together.

• Additional stations that emphasise cooperative workouts, 
be that where users can support or challenge each 
other, or where two people can or must work together 
on a single piece of equipment for it to function.

Given the absolute need for great solo experiences, solo usage 
should be prioritised, but this is a clear area for improvement.
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A Passionate Project I Truly Believed In

Firstly, I cannot stress how much I enjoyed this project. Yes, it 
was incredibly hard work, but I’ve never felt so much passion and 
belief for a project, and it was awesome to run with that. Why the 
passion and belief? Because of my personal interests, because of 
the benefit I see for society, and that I truly think it would/will work.

The Most Difficult Part

The hardest part of the project was determining the specific 
direction to pursue. After concluding the research there was 
no single direction which was clearly the avenue to take, with 
instead a myriad of potential options, conflicting opinions, 
and knowledge across a wide range of possibilities. In the 
end I refocused on the core idea of the project—physical 
installations—and poured all of my learning into this.

On one hand it was hard to do this, as it felt like a less innovative 
or creative path to take, but in reality it still was highly 
creative and there was huge room for innovation—which is 
seen in the outcome. As I finish this project I’m satisified with 
this choice and the outcome, and believe I am presenting a 
valuable, innovative step forward in outdoor gym design.

What I Would Do DIfferently

The key change for me would be to have a more detailed plan from 
day one, specifically the tasks to be completed each day and each 
week. I don’t believe it can be micro-planned in advance, but per 
week I should have done this, and it took me too long to figure this 
out. This was a valuable learning for me, as I saw my productivity 
increase as I planned very specific goals for each day I worked.

How well does the project stack up against the designer’s expectations, 
and how successful were the work methods?

Personal Evaluation and Learnings
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About the 
Designer
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My student and professional work spans interaction and industrial design, with clients representing medical, consumer 
electronics, sports, automotive and service industries. I’ve received renowned iF, IDEA, Red Dot, Core77 and Best 
design awards as well as an international patent, and mentored and advised professionals and students alike.

Previous Work & Recognition
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